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How these papers have been placed 
in sequence will be made manifest 
in the reading of them. All needless 
matters have been eliminated, so that 
a history almost at varience with the 
possibilities of later day belief 
may stand forth as simple fact. There 
is throughout no statement of past 
things wherein memory may err, for 
all the records chosen are exactly 
contemporary, given from the stand-
points and within the range of know-
ledge of those who made them. 
Bram Stoker's introduction. 

Johnathen Harker · ..... Mark Foerester 
Mina Harker ....•...... Carol 
Dougherty 
Lucy Westenra •••.••••• Janet Opaskar 
Count Dracula •..•..•.. Dan Polk 
Dr. Seward ••...••.•... Mike Suliivan 
Van Helsing •.•....•••• John Wood 
Quincy Morris ••••••••• Dave Ziemak 
Arthur Holmwood ••..... Greg Shadley 
Cpt •••...•...•.....••. Gary Nichols 
Narrator ••••••••••••.• Charla Brooks 
Renfield ••••••••••..•. Mark Addy 
Sister Agatha •••••••.• Ramona DeMio 
Old lady 
Young laqyo•••••••••••MartinaCasa 
Vampirettes •••...••... Remona DeMio 
Martina Casa 
This is only a partial list, as 
almost everyone is filling slots 
as peasants, stage drivers, etc. 
At this point I whould like to thank 
all the members of the cast ! for theiF 
Understanding, Patience, and Work. 
This was an interesting cast, as most 
have not been in a LTS production 
before. I hope that this is not their 
last as they are excellent to work 
with, and joys to laugh with. 
This play has been a relevation to 
me, and I hope I have the opportunity 
to work on many production~ in the 
future. 
Stage Mqna~er •...... J1m Oswell 
Lights ..•.••.••••.•• J1m Mould 
Sound •••••..••••.•.• Ka~e~ Doyle 
Tape •••••••••••••••• Mark F<"'e ..... ostr»'"' 
Prr'~" •. . . . .• .. ....•. Greg Zolinsky 
Makeup •••••....••••• Jane }{vaeek· · 
Elaine Yeip 
Costumes from Krause 
S P E C I A L T H A N K S T 0 
Jimmy and Elain Guy 
WUJC 
The Carpenter Shop 
The Great Actor in the Sky 

As for publicity , 
W.A . BAKER 
MIKE PICCARDO 
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